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 Greetings!  

 

i can do anything with iTech Solutions
 

  

March madness means basketball to many 

people at this time of year, but I think that

March madness right now is staying on V5R4. 

I want to talk about remaining on older

releases, namely V5R4 of the operating

system.  It is time to make the move, with

less than 6 months until IBM pulls support for

this release, you need to be making your

plans now.  I can tell you from the multiple

hundreds of OS upgrades that I have done, it

will take on average 3 months to do this

upgrade.  Why 3 months? There is a lot of

planning, much to investigate as we uncover

the programs that won't convert, time to fix

the application programs that won't convert,

and then there is testing as well.  I can tell

you that every single OS upgrade we have

done has been successful.  If you need help,

email us now, please don't wait until

September and expect to be upgraded by

the end of the month.  With more upgrades
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How to make your
Transition to IBM i

6.1 easier 

than anyone else to 6.1/7.1 done to date you

know iTech Solutions has the knowledge,

expertise, and know how. Get the best team

working for you.

Last month I wrote about the many new

features that IBM has brought out with

Technology Refresh 6.  Unless you are on

version 7.1, you are not going to be able to

take advantage of these.  If you need help

installing Technology Refreshes, let us know.

This issue of our newsletter has six articles.

In the first article, we discuss a free tool kit

called IFS Tools.  The second article is about

our iTech Solutions monthly blog article

incase you aren't subscribed.  The third

article why and how to build Test

environments with Virtualized partitions. The

fourth article lists some of the upcoming

events in which iTech Solutions will be

participating. The fifth article discusses IBM

Resaves and why you need to be aware of

them.  The last article is for your reference

with updated PTF information. 

Please note that for all 7.1 customers that

are on the Quarterly iTech Solutions PTF

maintenance plan, we will be installing

Technology Refresh 6 for you on your next

application of PTFs.  

  

iTech Solutions can help you improve

performance, perform security audits;

implement a High Availability solution;

perform health checks, systems

management, remote administration,  PTF

management, blade installations, Cloud

http://www.itechsol.com/documents/April09_CONNECT_Transition.pdf
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based systems, Hosting, iSCSI configurations,

and backup/recovery; upgrade an existing

machine; or upgrade to a new machine.  If

you are thinking of LPAR or HMC, then think

iTech Solutions.  We have the skills to help

you get the most out of your IBM i. 
 

 

For more information on any of the articles

below please visit us on the web at iTech

Solutions  or  email iTech Solutions.  We

would love for you to let us know any

articles that you wish for the future, or if you

enjoy any of the articles in the current

newsletters.

 

  

IFS Tools.                  

   

Did you ever wish to have more functionality

for managing your IFS?  Well there are some

tools that IBM has created that are primarily

intended for system administrators to handle

some common tasks.  These are

unsupported, and are on an "as is" basis. By

unsupported, I mean you can't call IBM asking

for help with them, but they work great. You

can download the tools directly from the IBM

website in a savefile named IFSTool.savf. 

Just click on the link.

This save file can be used for all releases

from V4R5 to the current release.  You will
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need to FTP the save file from your PC to

your IBM i (AS/400). I usually create a library

called IFSTOOL, where I restore the contents

of the savefile into. 

Once you have received the savefile and

created the library, you can run the

command:

RSTOBJ OBJ(*ALL) SAVLIB(DDILLING)

DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(IFSTOOL)

RSTLIB(IFSTOOL).    

 

  

 

There are no commands, just programs.  If

you call any of the programs without

parameters, it will display the help text.

Here is a list of the commands:

 

ATTRIB - The ATTRIB program works similar

to the DOS ATTRIB command allowing the

attributes to be updated from an operating

system command line without requiring a

network drive/PC connection. 

 

CHGAUTALL - Runs the specified CHGAUT

command recursively on all files and

subdirectories.

 

CHGCCSID -  Change the CCSID on a



particular file or all files in a directory. This

will not convert the text.

 

CHGOWNALL - Runs the specified CHGOWN

command on all files and subdirectories.

 

CMDALL - This program executes the

specified command against each file and

each directory in the target directory as well

as all files and directories below those

directories. The command is executed using

the specified parameters. Any command that

has an OBJ parameter can be used.

 

DEL -  Similar to the Windows DEL command

or a recursive version of RMVLNK. Allows the

user to specify wild card pattern match and,

optionally, to perform the operation on all

subdirectories.

 

DELTREE - Similar to the DOS DELTREE

command. Deletes all files and directories

and subdirectories from the parent directory

down.  Be very careful with this one. 

   

DLTIFSF - This program can be used to

remove (delete) an IFS file that has a special

character such as a backslash ("\").

 

QRYIFSLIB - Similar to QRYDOCLIB, this

utility dumps all the information for an

Integrated File System object into an output

file. The output file includes items such as

allocated size, actual size, owner, modified

date, last accessed date, group, and

permissions. It also prints the total allocated

size of each directory processed. 

 



RMNIFSF - Rename a file in the Integrated

File System. It can be used to rename files

whose names include special characters not

support by the REN command. One common

example of an unsupported character is the

backslash (\) 

 

Remember, these commands are powerful

and should be used with caution.  I have

used them many times to make life easier

when managing the IFS at a customer sites.

 

 

iTech Solutions Monthly

Blog

Remote System monitoring: The
Smarter Way to Prevent

Downtime.

03-05-2013 06:30:11 AM

We're going to go out on a limb
here and guess that of all the
activities that keep your IT staff
busy, putting out fires is at the top
of the list. After all, when business
systems go down, so ... Continue
reading →...»

http://blog.itechsol.com/remote-system-monitoring-ct-the-smarter-way-to-prevent-downtime/


 

Test Environments.   

 

What I have noticed is that too many

companies run both their test and production

in the same machine or partition.  This is an

accident waiting to happen.  A programmer

is going to make a mistake and clear the

wrong file, run an update against production

data, have a run away job, or delete an

entire library. It's not a matter of if, it is a

matter of when. So, why don't you have a

Test partition/machine?

Since Power6 every machine has had the

ability to virtualize itself, as long as you

were also running either version 6.1 or 7.1 of

the operating system.  Another reason to

upgrade from V5R4, but let's get back to our

topic.  In less than a day, we have created

new partitions for customers in many cases



without adding additional hardware.  Of

course, one of the big items is disk.  If you

have enough disk, we can usually carve out

some virtual disks for a new partition.  We

can bridge the Ethernet, share a tape drive,

share the DVD, and you are up and running. 

Of course, it helps to already have a

Hardware Management Console (HMC) as

well.  

This is a very efficient (also very inexpensive)

way to separate your production from test

environments, or create an environment to

test out the next release of the os before

upgrading to it.  There are so many other

uses as well: Segregate data when data is

accessed via the internet, bring a new

version of an application in without

disrupting your existing test environment,

really whatever your needs are.

If you would like to discuss creating another

environment and how iTech Solutions can

help you create this virtualized partition,

please contact Paul.

Upcoming Events.   

 

Some of the events that we will be

speaking at, or exhibiting at are listed

mailto:progers@itechsol.com


below. Don't forget the iTech Solutions web

site at http://www.itechsol.com.  

   

April 22 iBelieve Massachusetts  - After the

huge success of iBelieve in California and

New York, this free community event is

coming to New England. Join Dr. Frank

Soltis, Pete Massiello, Alison Butterill, Trevor

Perry and Brendan Kay to recognize and

explore the power of IBM i. 

These speakers will be discussing the

innovations and skills that are driving the

platform forward, and challenging some

misconceptions along the way.

April 23 to 24, Northeast IBM User Group

Conference www.neugc.org, Framingham,

MA. Stop by the iTech Solutions booth in the

http://www.looksoftware.com/ibelieve-massachusetts.aspx?dx=dx#.USuB2_IxNVM
http://www.neugc.org/


expo, and also hear Pete Massiello speak on:

What do you need to know when

upgrading IBM i.

Building Virtual i partitions hosted by

IBM i.

IBM Navigator for i. 

Understanding the HMC, FSP, IBM i, and

Firmware.

A Programmers future: Looking back to

see into the Future.  

April 7 to 10, COMMON User Group,

www.common.org Austin, TX.

What do you need to know when

upgrading IBM i.

Building Virtual i partitions hosted by

IBM i.

IBM Navigator for i 

Tips and Tricks to improve performance

and reduce disk space.

Understanding the HMC, FSP, IBM i, and

Firmware.

A Programmers future: Looking back to

see into the Future. 

Visit the iTech Solutions booth at the Long

Island System's User Group www.lisug.org on

Wednesday May 15th.

 

June 4, MITECH Users group of Michigan

www.gomitech.com. Sessions TBA.

 

June 19 to 21, COMMON Europe

www.comeur.org in France.  

What do you need to know when

upgrading IBM i.

http://www.7/
http://www.lisug.org/
http://www.gomitech.com./


Building Virtual i partitions hosted by

IBM i.

Tips and tricks to improve system

performance and save disk space.

Understanding the HMC, FSP, IBM i, and

Firmware.

 ReSaves   

  

What is a resave?  Do I need them? When IBM

creates the DVD that we initially load our

system, called the I_BASE_01 DVD (it was a

CD at V5R4 and below) it has what is

referred to as the Licensed Internal Code (LIC

57xx-999).  We can boot from this DVD,

known as a D-Mode IPL, since we are booting

from the Alternate IPL Device.  This is what

you initially start to load your system from. 

When you have a blank system, you IPL from

this DVD which loads the LIC into memory,

and then runs the LIC. In addition, you can

write this LIC to your disks as well.  

 

As new machines are announced, hardware

changes, new cards, adapters, disks, etc

they all require new LIC updates.  As an

example, in order to load a new Power7+

machine you need a new version of the LIC. 

Otherwise, a copy of Version 7.1 from last

summer wouldn't have the patches/fixes to

be able to recognize the new machine.  This

is where the Resave name comes from.  IBM

recreates the LIC with all the current 57xx-

999 PTFs, and then resaves it as a new



I_BASE_01 DVD.    

 

  

 

If applying the "latest cumulative" to bring

your system up to the current resave level,

all PTFs for LIC (57xx999) must be PERM

applied before the system is effectively at

the current resave level. After applying those

PTFs, however, you will not see an

associated RExxxxx marker for that resave

level. If there is an IBM requirement for a

specific RExxxxx marker and it is not on the

system, the requirement will not be

satisfied, meaning that you will need to

reinstall Licensed Internal Code with the

resave media rather than just applying the

latest cumulative PTF package.  Even though

you have the same level of code. 

 

Now, to make this even a little more

confusing, there are times when IBM will

resave the OS.  The resave is called the XPF

(This would be 57xx-SS1), and for this they

save the first CD/DVD of the operating

system.  I wanted to make sure you were

aware of both, but in most cases you will see

the LIC change much more frequently than

the OS.    

 

In the case of the LIC we usually refer to

them by the RSx (where x is a letter



increasing with each new release of that

particular version, release, modification

level.  So the current version for 7.1, would

be called RSG (see below).

 

The latest LIC resaves for releases:

   

Resave Identifier       LIC Marker PTF (999)    

LIC 7.1.0   RSG       RE13015  (Has TR-6)

LIC 6.1.1   RSK       RE63022             

LIC 6.1.0   RSG       RE09202  

LIC 5.4.0   RSG       RE08281            

LIC 5.4.5   RSF        RE59055                  

LIC 5.3.5   RSF        RE57131      

 
 

So, if you need a copy you can download the

latest copy that you are licensed for from

the IBM ESS website

http://www.ibm.com/eserver/ess   

 
  

Let us know if you need help with this. 
 

 

Release levels and PTFs
 

 

 

People are always asking me

how often they should be

performing PTF maintenance,

and when is the right time to upgrade their

operating system.  I updated this article

from last month with the current levels of

PTFs. Let's look at PTFs.  First, PTFs are

http://www.ibm.com/eserver/ess


Program Temporary Fixes that are created by

IBM to fix a problem that has occurred or to

possibly prevent a problem from occurring. 

In addition, some times PTFs add new

functionality, security, or improve

performance.  Therefore, I am always

dumbfounded as to why customers do not

perform PTF maintenance on their machine

at least quarterly.  If IBM has come out with

a fix for your disk drives, why do you want to

wait for your disk drive to fail with that

problem, only to be told that there is a fix

for that problem, and if you had applied the

PTF beforehand, you would have averted the

problem.  Therefore, I think a quarterly PTF

maintenance strategy is a smart move.  Many

of our customers are on our quarterly PTF

maintenance program, and that provides

them with the peace of mind of knowing

their system is up to date on PTFs.  Below is

a table of the major group PTFs for the last

few releases.  This is what  we are

installing for our customers on iTech

Solutions Quarterly Maintenance program. 

                                      Releases

                     7.1      6.1      V5R4     V5R3    

 

Cumul. Pack     13037    13058      12094       8267    

 

Tech. Refresh         6 

Grp Hipers            82        143        193        169       

 

DB Group              23         29          33         24        

 

Java Group           12         23           32        23        

 

Print Group            7         26           47         20        



 

Backup/Recov.      22        35            51        33         

Blade/IXA/IXS       13         24           15           - 

          

HTTP                    18         29           34        17  

 

TCP/IP                   7         15           22         16

Security                26         40          32

High Availability     3           2

Hardware               4           4      

 

The easiest way to check your levels is to

issue the command WRKPTFGRP.  They

should all have a status of installed, and you

should be up to the latest for all the above,

based upon your release.  Now there are

more groups than the ones listed above, but

these are the general ones that most people

require.  We can help you know which group

PTFs you should be installing on your

machine based upon your licensed programs.

Here is a nice tidbit.  The Cumulative PTF

package number is broken down as YDDD,

where Y is the year and DDD is the day it

was released.  Therefore, if we look at the

cumulative package for V5R4, the ID is 9104.

We can determine that it was created on the

104th day of 2009, which is April 14, 2009. 

Look at your machine and this will give you a

quick indication of just how far out of date

in PTFs you may be.  I left V5R1 & V5R2 off

the list, because if you are on V5R1 or V5R2,

you don't need to be worrying about PTFs,

you really need to be upgrading your

operating system.  The same can be said for



V5R3, but there are still customers who are

on those releases.  

If you have an HMC, you should be running  

V7R7.6 with Service Pack 2 or V7R7.7. If your

HMC is a C03, then it should stay at V7R3.5

SP4.

For your Flexible Service Processor (FSP) that

is inside your Power 5 or Power5+ (520, 515,

525, 550, 570), the code level of the FSP

should be 01_SF240_418. Power 6 (940x

M15, M25, & M50 machines, and 8203-E4A,

8204-E8A, & 8204-E4A) customers should be

running EL350_143.  For Power6 (MMA, 560,

and 570 machines) your FSP should be

at EM350_143. If you have a Power6 595

(9119) then you should be on EH350_143. 

Depending on which POWER7 model &

generation (B, C, or D). The firmware level is

AL730_099 for 8231-E1B, 8202-E4B, 8231-

E2B, & 8205-E6B (710, 720, 730, 740),

AL730_099 for 750 (8233-E8B) & 755 (8236-

E8C). Use AM730_099 for 770 (9117-MMB) &

780 (9179-MHB).  The firmware level is

AL740-100 for 8231-E1C, 8202-E4C , 8231-

E2C, & 8205-E6C (710, 720, 730, 740). Use

AM740_100 for 770 (9117-MMC) & 780 (9179-

MHC).

For Power7+ processors, the firmware level

is AL770-038 for 8231-E1D, 8202-E4D, 8231-

E2D, & 8205-E6D (710, 720, 730, 740). Use

AM770_038 for 750 (8408-E8D) & 760 (9109-

RMD). Use AM760_062 for 770 (9117-MMD) &

780 (9179-MHD).       
 

If you need help with upgrading your HMC or



FSP just give us a call.  We will be happy to

perform the function for you or assist you in

doing it. Contact Pete Massiello.

We have the skills to help you get the most

out of your IBM i.  For more information on

any of the articles please contact us at

info@itechsol.com . We would also like to

know what you think of this newsletter and

any items you would like us to discuss in

future issues.

 

Our staff of Certified i5/OS professionals can

help you get more out of your machines. 

Remember, 

i want everything to work.

       i want control.

               i want an i

                   i need iTech Solutions.

 

Sincerely,

 

Pete Massiello

iTech Solutions

www.itechsol.com
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